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bandwidth of mformatlon transfer between the computer
and the user [FOGG84, WlLS80, WONG82] Other systems provrde the function of stormg and retrlevmg
dlgmzed Images from a database [SLOA82} Some systems have the capablhty to store and retrieve documents
composed of text, images, and audio [FORS84, CHRI84,
POGG85, YANK85, SAKA85]

ABSTRACT
Thus paper identifies data modellrng and data access and
sharing requirements which multlmedla apphcatlons impose on d database system It shows the capablhtles of an
object-based data model and indicates extensions which
are needed to meet the data modellmg aspects of these
requirements A logical implementation of the operations
on the model is described The model generalizes the notions of instantiation and generalization in the standard
object-oriented paradtgm, and augments It with the notions of aggregation and relationships which are speaallzed for a multImedIa application environment Objects
may exist in aggregation hierarchies which provide the
capablhty to integrate diverse types of multlmedla mformatlon such as text, sound, bit-mapped Images, and complex graphics drawings Objects may also be linked
through other user-defined relationships to capture such
application functions as voice annotation and referencing
of one document by another Using this model, the semantics of aggregation and relationships m a multimedia apphcatlon environment can be understood and efficiently
supported by a database system

In the implementation of a number of graphics-based systems, such as the Xerox Smalltalk system [GOLD811 and
the Apple Macintosh system [APPL83], the ObJectoriented programmmg paradigm has proven to be highly
valuable In the object-onented paradigm, a real-world
entity is modeled as an instance (ObJect)of a class which
has a number of attributes (propertles) and operations
(methods) applicable to the objects A class, and therefore an object, may mherlt propertles and methods from
other classes Thus the fundamental data modellmg concepts mstantlatlon (an object IS an instance of a class) and
generalization (a class inherits propertles and methods
from other classes) are built into the object-oriented
paradigm Further, the mherltance mechamsm makes It
possible for apphcatlons to defme new classes and have
them inherit propertles from existmg classes, this makes
the applications easily extendible

1 0 Introduction
This paper will identify the requirements for a multlmedla
database system and propose an object-oriented database
approach which meets these requirements Multimedia
data IS defined as data in the form of text, sound, and
images (digitized images and complex vector graphics
drawings) In [WOEL85] we studied the logical and physlcal characterlstlcs of multimedia data, as well as their
usage in various application areas

The programmmg language Slmula [BIRT73] introduced
the concept of a class, which later formed the basis of
Smalltalk [GOLD811
Flavors [WEIN81], LOOPS
[BOBR83], and Object-LISP [LMI85] provide objectoriented features for the LISP programmmg environment
Frame-based rule systems [MtNS75, FOX851 m artlficlal
mtelhgence also embody the concept of ObJeCtS There are
some recent proposals for systems which merge the
programming and data languages to form an objectoriented programmmg environment that is supported by a
database system
Examples of this trend include
Gemstone [COPE84], IRIS [BEEC83], OPAL [AHLS84],
and TAXIS [MYLO80]

A number of systems have been developed which integrate
graphical representation with a DBMS to broaden the
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Our research at MCC into the compound document
management appllcatlon of multimedia databases has led
us to an object-oriented database approach for multtmedla
Objects in a multlmedla database have
applications
various properties and participate m a number of relatlonships with other oblects We have found that by generahzmg the basic notlons of objects (mstantlatlon and
generahzatlon), and augmentmg them with the notlons of
aggregation (an object contains other objects) and relatlon-
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ships (an object 1s related to another object), we can capture the data modellmg requirements of multlmedla applications Using this model, the semantics of aggregation
and relationships m a multimedia apphcatlon environment
can be understood and efficiently supported by a database
system
In this paper, we first establish data modellmg and data
access and sharing requirements of multlmedla apphcations We then propose an object-onented data model
which meets the data modelhng aspects of these requu-ements, and we describe a loglcal lmplementatlon of the
operations on the data model The remainder of this paper
1s organized as follows In Sectlon 2 we describe an example of a multlmedla apphcatlon drawn from a multlmedia document management system under development
We present the functional requirements of a multlmedla
database system in Sectlon 3 Section 4 describes our object-oriented data model for the support of multlmedla applications In Section 5 we present a loglcal implementation of the model, in terms of operations on a logical
database design supporting the data model Section 6
provides a summary and conclusion
2 0 Descnptlon of a Representatwe Multunedla Apphcat1on
Figure 1 presents a typical document which might be
generated with a multimedia document manager It contams three text paragraphs, a drawing m the middle of the
page which has been created by combmmg primitive
graphics shapes along with text, and an image at the bottom of the page which 1s a photograph stored as a bitmapped image The hlghhghtmg of the “From D Woelk”
in Figure 1 will be a blinking highlight to draw attention
The small “speaker” icon next to the line indicates that
there 1s a voice message assocrated with this line The
highlighted box m the drawing IS another bhnkmg hlghlight The large arrow next to the box indicates that there
IS more detail concerning this object m another document

chapters, and an index IS also an obvious example Note
that there are seven types of mformatlon represented In
Figure 2
1 The connected Circles represent the logical parts of the
document They are connected to form the aggregation
hierarchy Unshaded Cu-cles represent what we might consider to be part of a template for a Memo For example,
all Memos contain a Memo-Header, a Body, and a MemoTrailer
This can be thought of as representing the
schema for a memo The schema can be used as a
template for creating new Memos by enforcmg constraints
on the structure of the Memo (a Memo can only contam a
Memo-Heading, Body, and Memo-Trader), on the types
of attributes which are allowable (a Memo-Logo can only
contain Text), and on the relationships among parts of the
Memo (a From-Line can be annotated by a Voice Message) Furthermore, the schema can be used for phrasing
high level queries to access all or portions of one or more
Memos (“Retrieve MEMO where MEMO FROM-NAME =
D Woelk”)
2 Shaded Circles represent the portion of the aggregation
hierarchy which 1s unique to this particular Memo For
example, the Paragraphs contained m the Body of the
Memo are unique to this particular Memo
3 The Squares represent unformatted mtrmslc data such
as text, digitized images, complex vector graphics drawings, or sound These Unshaded Squares represent data
which is present for every Memo For example, the word
“FROM ” will occur m every Memo
4 The Shaded Squares represent text, image, or audio
data which we might consider to be umque to this particular Memo For example, the words “D Woelk” would
only occur on this Memo
5 The Ovals represent lnformatlon about the data m the
Shaded and Unshaded Squares as well as mformatlon
about the Shaded and Unshaded Circles of the aggregation
hierarchy For example, all of the text m the MemoHeader 1s to be dlsplayed In Font-Size = 14 The Memo
node, however, also has a Font Size = 12 which 1s to be
used for all text in the Memo except where over-ridden
lower m the aggregation hierarchy In this example, the
Memo-Header Font-Size = 14 will over-ride the Memo
Font-Size = 12

The document In Figure 1 could have been created with a
simple typewriter and some creative pasting However, the
power of the multlmedla document system does not come
from the creation of static documents which look mce
Rather, It will come from creatmg a body of lnformatlon
which can be shared by many users Paper documents are
a model of mformatlon transfer with which people are
familiar today and, therefore, they make a reasonable
metaphor for mformatlon transfer This will change as the
bandwidth of mformatlon transfer between humans and
computers increases because of improved computer
capability for processing (storage, reproduction, and
recogmtlon) of speech, images, and knowledge The combination of these wrll create new techniques for humanto-human and human-to-computer information transfer
The data model proposed m this paper will support these
new techniques

6 The Rectangles represent operations on the data m the
Squares, Circles, and Ovals of the aggregation hierarchy
For example, the Rectangle labelled SEND m Figure 2
contains procedural operations for sending the document
to the people listed m the To-Line and in the CC-List

Figure 2 presents a logical view of the information m the
document m Figure 1 Notice that the mformatlon forms
an aggregation (or part-of, or contarnment) hzerarchy
[SMIT77] This should be mtultlvely obvious because even
m this simple example, a person will naturally separate
the body of a memo from the header mformatlon The
example of a book with a table of contents, chapters, sub-
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7 The dotted lines represent relationships among nodes
which are not represented m the aggregation hierarchy
For example, the dotted lme from the first Group node
under the Drawing node to the Workstatlon Manual node
indicates that a workstation manual document contams
more details concernmg the abstract object represented by
this gro,up of graphic shapes
3 0 Functlonal Requirements of Multimedia
tions
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The example application in Sectlon 2, although rather
simple, exposes a spectrum of requlrements, many of
which present problems for tradItiona database systems
These requirements are hsted below

available to the user Both of these examples can also be
viewed as constramts which are associated with the
Memo-Header Another example is the Rectangle labelled
SEND in Figure 2 Access of this rectangle wrll cause the
Memo to be sent to the persons listed m the shaded
squares below the COPYEE node The procedure may constrain the mode of delivery of the Memo to be decided on
the basis of the addresses of the rectplents, the size of the
document (how large are the Images?), the contents of the
document (a audio included?), etc

1 The aggregation hrerarchy presented in Figure 2 must
be supported by the database system Nodes at each level
of the hierarchy represent an abstractlon of all of the
nodes below Thus abstraction mechanism provides for the
mtegratlon of diverse types of multimedia information
The flexibility of the aggregation hierarchy IS also essentral
for the storage and mampulatlon of the vector graphics
shapes shown under the Drawing node m Figure 2 Complex drawmgs may be represented by hlerarchles of conslderable depth where subtrees of the hlerarchles may be
shared among drawings [PHIG84] The relatlonal model of
data does not support this type of structure du-ectly The
apphcation must take responslbdity for tracmg the hlerarthy Thus sltuatlon has been improved by enhancements to
the relatlonal model which allow defirutlon of complex objects [IUM85a, LORI83]

5 It IS dlffrcult to define a schema for the mformatron
wlthm the Body of the Memo m Figure 2 For example,
the Body can consist of any number of Paragraphs, Drawings, or Images m any order Further, there may be constramts which are not easdy expressed in a declarative
manner For example, the ordering of the Paragraphs,
Drawmgs, and Images m the document may be dependent
on the user’s point of view or on the level of understanding
which the user has of the mformatlon being presented
The system ~111use feedback from the user to determine
constraints on the order of presentation The best way to
represent these constraints IS through rules associated with
the Body These rules can be represented as procedural
data as described m the previous paragraph Rules of this
complexny cannot be expressed m traditional database
systems

Ordering is also necessary at some levels of the aggregatlon hierarchy For example, the user may wish to express
that a Memo will always contam exactly one MemoHeader, one Body, and one Memo-Trailer and they must
always exfst m that order Another example IS the Memo
Instance m Figure 2 where the particular ordering of the
nodes under the Body node IS an Integral part of the
representation of the Memo

6 There IS very little a priori knowledge of the structure
of relationshIps (represented by dotted hnes m Figure 2)
among nodes In general, any node can have a relationshlp
with any other node regardless of type and posmon in the
aggregation hierarchy The database system must support
this type of flexlblhty
There IS also little a priori
knowledge of the manner or order in which these relaaonships will be used for accessmg information m the
database The relationships may actually be an integral
part of the user’s view of the document and they may be
used extensively for navlgatlon Thus same behavior has
also been observed m the mechamcal CAD/CAM envu-onment where there are many relationships such as “connected-to” and “on-top-of” which are not part of the normal aggregation hierarchy [CAMM84]

2 In addmon to its place m the aggregation hierarchy,
each node may also be a part of a generulrzutron hrerurchy
[SMlT77] A generahzation hierarchy IS used to defme a
node N as a subtype of some other node M such that N
can inherit properties from M For example, the MemoHeader node may be a specralmztronof a Header, where
Headers always have a Font Size = 14 Then, the Font
Size = 14 need not exist as an unshaded oval connected to
the Memo-Header node in Figure 2 The value would be
inherited from the Header class of ObJectsand used to
over-ride the Font Size = 12 m the unshaded oval of the
Memo node The notlon of inheritance will become increasingly important m the compound document management environment as documents take on more propertles
and behavior

7 There 1s a need to dynamically modify the schema for
Memo This same requirement has been observed in engineering databases [KIM85a, REHJ?84] For example, a
new version of the Memo schema may be created which
represents Database Department Memos These are
slmdar to Memos except that they contain a different version of the Memo-Logo and another node following the
Subject node, called Priority Indicator The Priority Indicator may contain a number mdlcatmg the importance of
the document Tradmonal concepts in schema deflrutlon
would require entering a new static schema for Database
Department Memo, with no simple way of mdlcatlng that a
Database Department Memo 1s really Just another kind of
Memo This semantic mformatlon would have to be mamtamed by the application

3 Note that m addmon to providing structural and
domain constraints, the unshaded squares representmg
part of the schema in Figure 2 also Include data which
should be included m every Memo, such as the word
“From ” There 1s no easy way to express this in the
schema for the relational model The application program
must take responslbdlty for mamtammg the data m the
unshaded squares as data m separate relations and for
presenting it as part of every Memo
The properties associated with a node may be
4
represented as either data (oval) or as procedural operattons (rectangle) For example, Instead of the Font Size =
14 oval, a procedure rectangle may be connected to the
Memo-Header which calculates the optimum Font Size
based on the resolution of the terminal being used and the
other objects presently bemg displayed If the user wishes
to enter a Font Size value for a Memo-Header on a
specific Memo, a procedure may constram the selections

8 In addition to the logical structure presented in Figure
there 1s also lnformatlon concernmg the physical
presentation of the document This has tradltlonally been
viewed as the static mapping of the intrinsic data such as
text or graphic drawings onto some physical display device
(paper or display terminal) This mapping can be viewed
2,
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as a separate aggregation hierarchy of physical pages and
rectangles for presentation, which ultimately has mtrmslc
data at the leaf nodes
This mapping aggregation hierarchy can become much
more complex when sound 1s added, allowmg slmultaneous presentation of both sound and Images Further
complexity 1s added when the user IS allowed to mteractively modify aspects of the physical presentation, such as
the physical location, onentatlon, or color of objects on a
screen The database system must manage this mteractlve
modification of physical presentation mformatlon
9 The creation and control of versions of documents 1s
also an Important part of thus application The decisions
controlling the naming of versions, the selection of default
versions, and the notification of documents which
reference modified versions will vary with the envu-onment The database system should provide support for version creation, control, and change notlficatlon [KATZ84,
KJM85a]
10 Concurrent access to the same data by multiple users
must be controlled For example, we may specify that
changes made to a document will not be vlslble to other
documents, until the changes are committed If changes
are being made to the Body of the Memo m Figure 2 and
d another Memo 1sbemg read which references the Body,
the viewer of the second Memo will see the most recent
released version rather than the Body being updated This
is a straightforward method of concurrency control which
suffices for many document management apphcatlons
11 The unformatted mtrmslc data represented by the
Squares may consist of a large number of bytes A bitmapped still image may require as much as 4,000,OOO
bytes and one mmute of digitized speech may require up
to 480,000 bytes of storage The movement of these large
amounts of data in the system must be mmimlzed dnd
extra buffering of data must also be minimized Special
functions are necessary m the database system to support
such requests as “Move backwards 15 seconds” m a voice
message and “Replay” the message
12 A document may contam text or complex graphics
drawings which are generated based on the value of data
items m a database For example, a document may contam a bar chart which describes the average salarles of
employees m each department This document can be
viewed as either a snapshot of the underlymg data at some
point m time or as a window mto the underlymg data The
selected view will determine whether the bar chart IS updated when the salary of an employee changes This is the
snapshot and view mechanism found in conventlonal
database systems
13 The ablhty to share data among multiple documents ts
critical to this apphcatlon There are two primary motivations for this sharing, reduction m use of secondary
storage and the ablhty to reference a specific version of
another document Reductions m the use of secondary
storage come from sharing the data represented by the
squares m Figure 2 For example, if the Image m the
document m Figure 2 Is to be included in another document, It 1s only necessary to reference the Image node
The image need not be copied An example of referencing
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a specific version of a document 1sshown m the Reference
Relationship from the first Group node under the Drawmg
node in Figure 2 This Reference 1sto a portion of another
document and 1s assumed to point to the most recent version of that document
14 Associative access to stored documents must be
provided by the database system This access may be
based on document structure (all documents with images),
document type (all memos), or document contents (all
documents contammg the word duta~ase)
15 As 1s the case with any type of apphcatlon, database
recovery [GRAY811 is an obvious requirement This meludes both secondary-storage recovery and transactlon
recovery For recovery from secondary storage (e g , dlskhead crash), the database needs to be perlodlcally
dumped to tapes Transaction recovery Ls important m
mamtammg mutual consistency of data across multlple
documents that a user updates withm a single transactlon
In case of system crashes, all changes to all documents
touched within a transaction must be committed or aborted
together As m CAD environments [BANC85a], a transaction in a multlmedla-application environment will be a
long-duration transaction, conslstmg of a set of conventional short-duration transactions, and involve more than
one cooperating users
While the requirements listed above are based on the example of a multlmedla document system, they are also
found m the much broader area of design apphcatlons
Research has revealed similar types of requirements m the
CAD environment
[HASK82, KlM85a,
REHF84,
CAMM84] Applications m a CAD environment mvolve an
attempt to iteratively capture a concept and translate it
into engineering artifacts The data model for these applications must be flexible enough to model both the concepts and the engmeermg artifacts and to document the
lteratlve design steps
The database approach described m this document ~11 mtegrate many of the features of the systems described
above mto a single database system This system will meet
all of the functional requirements presented above The
object-ortented approach of the system will provide the
flexlblhty of mformatlon representation and mampulatlon
necessary for satisfying requn-ements l-8 Requirements
12-15 will be met by adapting tradltlonal database technology to the object-ortented approach Requirements
9-11 will be met by addmg new functions to the database
system which are valuable regardless of whether or not the
system is object-oriented
4 0 Muhmedla

Apphcatlon Model

The application ~111be described m terms of diagrams
which are similar to semantic nets [NlLS80] and entityrelatmnshlp diagrams [CHEN76] The diagram is a
directed acyclic graph contammg nodes and directed arcs
The types of nodes and the legal drrected arcs from each
type of node are shown m Figure 3 There are stx types of
nodes represented m Figure 3 token ObJectsrepresentmg
classes, token ObJectsrepresentmg instances, relationship
objects, attributes, method objects, and mtrinslc data oblects Every node (with the exception of Attributes) IS
labelled with a unique numeric ldentrfier Thrs identifier

TOKEN OBJECT
FOR INSTANCE

ATTRIBUTE

IS-INSTANCE-OF
arc for each

u
FROM

Representatron of
Memo Class and
Memo Instance

3000
3001
Emn)l”
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creating an uggregutzonhierarchy The ordermg of the mstances determines the order of presentation

provides a unique system wide ldentlflcatton for every object in the system The ldentlfler 1s Important for the logical data structures described m Section 5

A token ObJectcan be viewed as either a simple token object
or an aggregatetoken object An aggregate token object conslsts of a simple token object and all of its descendants m
the aggregation hierarchy The aggregate token object IS
important m modellmg the multimedia document apphcation and other engmeermg design apphcatlons which are
structured hlerarchlcally An aggregate token object can
share a subtree of its aggregation hierarchy with another
aggregate token object, thus creating an aggregutronluttzce
The aggregation latttce ts the basis for data sharing, version control, and some database access techmques

4 1 Token ObJects for Classes and Instances
Multlmedla apphcatlons require that the database store
and manipulate a diverse group of complex types of data
We have developed the concept of a token object to provide
a single mechanism for representing diverse types of data
and the relatlonshlps among these diverse types of data
The key to accomplishing this goal IS the flexlblhty m the
expression of abstructzon Smalltalk objects and LISP objects provide abstraction m the form of generuhzatzonand
znstantlatron A token ObJect provides generahzatlon and
instantiation, but adds to these the power of abstraction
through aggregatron A token object “stands-for” all of
the token objects and mtrmslc data beneath It m the aggregation hierarchy This 1s similar to the approach taken
m the Mosaic design support system [ATWO85]

Properties can be propagated down the aggregation lattice
[BOBR83] For example, d two documents share a common paragraph, the Font Size value for the paragraph will
be propagated from the document which 1spresently being
viewed Note that the value of an attribute 1s propagated
from the contammg instance to the parts which It contains
in the aggregation lattice This differs from mherltance
where a class inherits a property from a superclass m the
generalization lattice

A token ObJectalso differs from a Smalltalk object in that
each token object can be stored independently and can be
included m many aggregation hlerarchles, thus creating an
aggregation lattice Methods are treated as separate objects which can be linked to multiple token objects, rather
than belongmg to classes The followmg describes the
legal duected arcs which are associated with a token ObJect
as shown m Figure 3

When aggregation 1sused for classes of objects, the meaning 1s slightly different In Figure 4, there IS a CANHAVE-PARTS du-ected arc between the Body class and
the three classes, Para, Drawing, and Image This mdlcates that a Body can contain paragraphs, drawings, and
images The notation “N” next to the Para, Drawing, and
Image classes mdlcates that any number of paragraphs,
drawings, and images can occur The N IS circled for the
Para class to specify that a Body must include at least one
paragraph The circled notation “1” next to the Body class
specifies that a Memo must contam a Body and can contam only one Body

Instantlatlon
Token objects are used to implement the concept of instantiation Each Instance IS represented by a token object
which has an IS-INSTANCE-OF dlrected arc to an object
class represented by another token object For example,
the IS-INSTANCE-OF directed arc between the Memo mstance node and the Memo class node m Figure 4
The mstance will mherit
represents instantiation
properties from the class unless over-ndden by the mstance
Generahzatlon
Token objects are also used to implement generahzation
An object class, represented by a token object, can have an
IS-TYPE-OF directed arc to another token object
representmg another object class In Figure 4, there is an
IS-TYPE-OF directed arc between Memo-Header class
and Header class Thus arc indicates that Memo-Header 1s
a sub-class of Header It will mherlt properties of Header,
such as the Font Size = 14, unless over-ridden in the
Memo-Header propertles An object may be a sub-class
of more than one class Therefore, the IS-TYPE-OF arc
may refer to a set of objects This creates a genera~lzatzon
lattice rather than a generalrzatronhzerarchy This set 1s ordered so as to specify precedence If there 1s a conflict m
inheritance of properties
Aggregation
The lmplementatlon of aggregation IS one of the most important uses of the token object Aggregation can be expressed for both Object classes and object instances In
Figure 4, there IS a HAS-PARTS dlrected arc between the
Body instance and the three Paragraph instances, the
Drawing instance, and the Image mstance This arc mdicates that the Body instance contains the other instances,

Attnbutes
Each token Object has a HAS-ATTRIBUTES arc which
points to multiple attributes as shown m Figure 3 Both
object classes and object instances may have these arcs
An example of an attribute 1sthe Font Size = 14 in Figure
4 The Font-Size attribute can take its value from a
restricted set of values specified by the user Other examples of attribute data are physical locatlon of a graphics
object in some coordmate system, color of a graphic object, etc An attribute 1s not considered to be an Object It
has no unique ldentlfler and can not be shared by more
than one token ObJect
Methods
The operations on a token object are referred to as methods
as m Smalltalk [GOLD811 Each token object has a JUSMETHODS arc which points to one or more programs
which are stored independently from the token object
Both object classes and object instances may have these
arcs The program will contain procedural statements in a
selected programming language (such as LISP) An example 1s the SEND method m Figure 4 which sends the
Memo instance via electromc mail Another example 1sthe
DRAW method which handles the physlcal presentation of
Instances of the Drawing class
4 2 Intnnslc Data ObJects
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Intrinsic data is represented by squares at the leaf nodes of
the aggregation hierarchy m the diagram m Figure 3
Above the level of intrinsic data, the system can mampulate token objects, which stand for the mtrmslc data,
without concern for the internal format of the mtrmslc
data Thus provides great power and flexlblhty for
manipulating different types of multlmedla data A special-purpose medra manager for each type of media ~111
manipulate the intrinsic data Portions of this media
manager will reside in the database system For example,
if a request IS received to play 5 minutes of sound, the
database system will translate this request and return the
correct number of bytes of digitized sound to the speech
output device
4 3 Relatlonslup ObJects
While the token object formalizes the generahzatlon, mstantiation, and aggregation relationships which an object
may have, there are many other relatronshlps among objects which are necessary to model a multimedia apphcation These are modelled through the relatronshp ObpCt
nodes m the diagram in Figure 3 These relationships can
be named by the user and provide for functions such as
annotation of text by sound and references to other documents Figure 4 shows a From-Line instance related to a
Voice-Message instance via a relatlonshlp ObJect which
represents a Voice-Annotation relationship Since a
relationship ObJect is an ObJectwith a unique identity, a
relationship ObJectmay also have relationships with other
ObJects For example, the Voice-Annotation relatlonshlp
ObJect described above could itself be annotated by
another Voice-Message through a separate relationship
ObJectrepresentmg a Separate Voice-Annotation r&itiOnship
5 0 Logical Implementation
This section will describe the logical implementation of the
database functions necessary to support the multlmedla
document application These functions will first be
described m terms of the diagrams which were introduced
in the previous sectlon Then, in Section 5 5, the loglcal
data structures for implementing the functions will be
described
5 1 Operations on Classes and Instances
5 1 1 Operations on Classes
The creation of either an ObJeCt ClaSS or an ObJectInStanCe
requires the creation of a token ObJeCt The left side of
Figure 4 1s a partial representation of the token ObJeCtS
which describe the Memo class Classes can be created,
modified and deleted dynamically at any time by the user
When a class 1s deleted, all of its instances are deleted as
well However, sub-classes of the class and their instances
are not necessarily deleted This IS a research issue which
IS stdl under mvestlgatlon
Classes can be created as specializations of one or more
other classes through IS-TYPE-OF lmks to other token
obJects Classes can also be exphcitly lmked to other
classes to form an aggregation lattice using the CANHAVE-PARTS hnk Attributes for a class can be defined
by specifying the attrlbute name, legal values which It may
have, and an mmal value The generalization lattice ~111be
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used extensively for inheritance of attributes, thus reducing work required to create new classes Intrmslc data,
such as the “FROM ” square m Figure 4, can be included
with the class mformatlon to provide mtrmslc data which
1s common to all instances of the class
The class information may be modified The user can
create a new version of the class, which will be used for
the creation of new instances Versions will be discussed
in more detail m Section 5 2
5 12 Operations on Instances
The right side of Figure 4 depicts an Instance of the Memo
class The Memo instance ~111inherit all of the attributes
from the Memo class as well as the attributes from the
Document class and the Electronic-Mail class When the
user requests the creation of a new Memo instance, token
ObJeCtS are created for the instances at all levels of the
aggregation hierarchy The class information on the left
side of Figure 4 IS used to constrain the selection of
classes whose Instances can be linked using a HASPARTS arc on the right side of Figure 4 For example, the
Memo instance can only contain a Memo-Header instance
and a Body instance
A new version of a class can also be created during the
generation of a document instance For example, suppose
the user wishes to add a Priority-Indicator to the MemoHeader The Priority-Indicator will contain a number mdlcatmg the priority of the Memo The user can create a
new class called Priority-Indicator which can be linked to
the Memo-Header class with a CAN-HAVE-PARTS arc
An instance of this class can be created and linked to the
Memo-Header instance with a HAS-PARTS arc The
Memo-Header class has now been modified, thus creating
a new version of Memo-Header class as described in Section 5 2
5 2 Version Creatxon and Control
The control of the evolution of documents IS an integral
part of the conceptual view of this application environment Version control m the document creation envu-onment is similar to that m any design environment such as
VLSI chip design or software system design Version creation and control IS implemented using versions of token
ObJects Since token ObJeCtS are used to implement both
classes and instances, version control applies to both
classes and instances Two types of versions will be dlscussed here Historical versions represent a history of a
document as it has evolved over a period of time Alternative versions are different implementations or representations of the same abstract ObJect[KATZ841
5 2 1 Hlstoncal Versions
The user must exphcltly request the creation of a new historical version The length of time between the designation of historical versions by the user will vary with the
specific application The unshaded token objects in Figure
5 represent an instance of a Book as it exists at some pomt
m time Suppose that the Book 1sbeing created by multiple
authors and that an author wishes to make changes to one
of the Chapters The author will retrieve the Chapter from

FIGURE 5

Shaded objects are added after
w,Watrion of Chapter instance is
,
Wiped objects are added after
he new Chapter Instance Is used to
mate a new version of the Book
man-.

Representation of
Alternative Versions
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the database and mdlcate that a new hrstorlcal version of
the Chapter IS gomg to be created

as the user IS concerned, a new copy of the image has
been created If, as m Figure 5, Image instance 541 m the
Book instance 500 1s modified to create a new Image mstance 641, the Memo ~111continue to include the old
Image instance 541

Suppose that the author wishes to make a modiflcatlon to
the Image Instance 541 at the bottom of Figure 5 A copy
of the token object representmg Image Instance 541 ~111be
created and given a umque ldentlfler This new Image mstance 641 1s shown as shaded m Frgure 5 The new copy
of the image can now be modified by the author The creation of Image instance 641 will cause the creation of new
token objects upwards m the aggregation hierarchy This
1s termed percolutzon m [ATWO85] The shaded Section
instance 631 will be created by this percolation Percolation will stop at the Chapter mstance 620 The shaded
token objects m Figure 5 now represent the new version of
the Chapter

5 3 2 Shanng by Reference
Now suppose that the user wishes to include the image m a
document, but always wants the document to contain the
most recent version of the image This time the user will
request to include a reference to the Image m the document This will cause the creation of a Reference token
object which will be used to lmk the image mto the aggregation hierarchy of the Memo Figure 8 shows the
result of this reference The shaded Image instance 541
has been linked to the Memo instance 200 via the strlped
token object representing the Reference instance 900
Now, when the Image instance 541 IS modified, Memo mstance 800 will contain the new version An attribute of the
Reference token object also contams a flag mdlcatmg
whether the viewer should be notified that the Image has
been modified since the last time it was viewed [KlM85b]

The author may now explicitly request that a new histoncal version of the Book instance 500 be created as Book
instance 600 This wrll cause the creation of new token
objects to percolate up to the Book mstance level as shown
m the striped token objects m Figure 5
5 2 2 Alternative Versions

5 4 Accessmg ObJects

Historrcal versions imply sequential changes to an object
Alternative versions represent different lmplementatlons
or representations of the same abstract object For example, the shaded token objects in Ftgure 6 represent
three completely different representations for a Chapter
There 1s a text, an audio, and a movie representation of
the Chapter There may also be multiple hlstorrcal versions of each of these altemattves The Book instance 500
m Figure 6 1s linked through Its aggregation hierarchy to
one of the altematlves The alternatives are linked to each
other through relatlonshlp objects representing Alternatme-Version-Relatlonshlps These are shown as strlped
token objects m Figure 6 Authors can now create hlstortcal versions of the Book which combme different htstorlcal
and alternative versions of the Chapter At the lmplementatlon level, there 1s not a slgmflcant dlstmctlon between
hlstorlcal versions and alternative versions

The object-oriented model 1sassociated with an interactive
user-friendly environment The model itself encourages
and simplifies the concept of pointing at an object to fmd
out the allowable operations on the object and then selecting a desired operation Object-oriented models do not
emphasize other modes of access The approach proposed
here will take advantage of the associative access which 1s
inherent m instantiation, aggregation, generahzatlon, and
user-defined relationships A number of different modes
of access are outlined below

5 3 Shanng of Token ObJects
The dlscusslon of versions has shown how a token ObJect
or mtrmslc data can become a member of more than one
aggregation hierarchy lmphcltly as versions are formed It
1s also possible to explicitly place a token object or mtrmSICdata mto more than one aggregation hierarchy There
are two ways to do this depending on whether or not
modlflcatlons made later to the object are to be seen
5 3 1 Shanng by Deferred-Copy
A deferred copy IS a logical copy which IS used so that large
mtrmslc data objects need not be rephcated Suppose that
a user wishes to copy an image from one document to
another document The user does not want to see any future changes m the Image, the user only wishes to make a
copy of It This type of sharing of an object can be accomplished through the HAS-PARTS lmks In Figure 7,
the user issued a request to copy the shaded Image mstance 541 from the Book mto the Memo Instead of
making a physical copy, the Image Instance 541 was linked
to the Body instance 211 via the HAS-PARTS arc As far
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Access to an ObJect Instance Through its Class
Every object IS an instance of a class of objects The token
object implements this relatlonshlp with an IS-INSTANCE-OF directed arc from the instance to the class
The inverse of this arc will provide the Identity of the mstances of each class For example, the Memo class 100 m
Figure 4 can identify all of the Memo instances, such as
Memo instance 200 The extent to which this access mode
IS used will have to be considered in destgnmg the physical
lmplementatlon of the system
Access Through the Aggregation Hierarchy
A token object can be viewed as either a simple token object or an aggregate token object as described m Section
4 1 Therefore, classes and instances can be viewed as
either simple or aggregate A request to retrieve the simple
Memo instance 200 m Figure 4 will return only one token
object Requests for descendants m the aggregation hlerarthy, such as Memo-Header instance, can then be found
through the I-US-PARTS arcs
On the other hand, a request to retrieve the aggregate
Memo instance 200 will return the token Object for Memo
instance 200, plus all of Its descendants linked through the
HAS-PARTS arcs Higher level queries such as “Retrieve
MEMO’ where h4EMO FROM-NAME = D Woelk” can
also be expressed using the aggregation hierarchy

2:
(

Striped token object represents a Reference
to Include Image instance 543 in Body

METHOD

OBJECTS

FIGURE 9
LogIcal Data Structures
Loglcal data structures which represent
the Memo class In Figure 4
Comments enclosed In parentheses
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Access Through the Generahzatlon Hierarchy
The generalization hierarchy contams valuable information
which can be used for accessing objects A request such as
“Retrieve all Documents” can be answered by first fmdrng
all of the sub-classes of the Document class In Figure 4,
the Document class has only one sub-class which is mdlcated by the IS-TYPE-OF directed arc from the Memo
class to the Document class The inverse of this arc ~111
provide a link between the Document class and the Memo
sub-class All Memo Instances can then be returned usmg
the Inverse of the IS-INSTANCE-OF arc
Access Through Relatlonshlps
Access to ObJectsthrough instantiation, aggregation, and
generahzatron paths all use mformatlon about structural
relationships among ObJectswhich the user has provided
The user may also create other relatronshlps among objects through the creation of relatlonshlp objects as
described in Section 4 3 These relatlonshlps can be used
to move from one object to another as m Figure 4, where a
Voice-Annotation relatlonshlp object is used to link a
From-Line instance and a Voice Message instance
Relationshtp ObJects may also be searched directly to
provide assoclatlve access for a query such as “Retrieve all
Voice-AnnotatIons”
Access Through Feature Extractlon from Intrmslc Data
Intrinsic data may exist at the leaf nodes of the aggregation lattice Smce the Internal format and presentation
characteristics of each type of mtrmslc data 1s different, a
special-purpose media manager will be needed for
marupulatmg this data For some types of media, It is possible to access a subset of the data based on certain features of the data These features are not explrcltly
described as part of the data and must first be extracted
from the data
This extraction process may be very slow or even lmpossable in some cases In speech recognmon, for example,
the feature extraction process 1spresently efficient only for
limited vocabulary and limited number of independent
speakers speaking slowly Image recognltlon 1s equally
restricted Searching for patterns m text, on the other
hand, IS a common practice m text editors and information
retrieval systems This searching can also be accelerated
through the use of specialized hardware [HASK83] It
would be possible, therefore, to pass a pattern to the Text
media manager and have the media manager search for
the pattern in all text passages or in some subset of text
passages
Combmatlons of Access Modes
Any of the access modes described above can be combined to create a query An example IS the query “Retrieve
Memos which contarn pictures of database machines and
which reference the 1985 Database Program Plan” This
query combines a number of access modes, and as such It
consists of a number of sub-queries The performance of
the execution of the query may be dependent on the order
m which the mdividual sub-queries are executed One sequence of execution 1sto find the 1985 Database Program
Plan, search for Reference relatlonshlp oblects lrnked to
the 1985 Database Program Plan, find the Memos which
make reference to the 1985 Database Program Plan,
search for those Memos which have pictures, and display
these pictures for user recognition of a “database
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machine” Other sequences of sub-query execution are
possible and may result m different performance
Browsmg as an Access Mode
Browsing is an important mode of accessing documents m
a multimedia document management environment Many
times the user cannot precisely formulate a query using
the access methods hsted above which ~111result m a
satisfactory answer There may be too many documents
which fit the selection criteria or there may be none at all
In either case the query must be reformulated to either
expand or narrow the selectron criteria If many documents are returned as a result of a query, the user may
wish to look at a few before decidmg to narrow the selection criteria As described m [CHRI84], the query may
then be reformulated with a request that documents already viewed should not be vlewed again In addmon, the
user can orgamze and classify the documents which satrsfy
the selection crlterla by interactively creating a temporary
“document” which contains these documents
5 5 Logical Data Structures
Figures 9 and 13 illustrate the loglcal data structures
which are used to Implement the functions described m the
previous sectlon The data structures contam data which
represent the Memo class and Memo instance that were
described in Figure 4 Figure 11 represents the two Book
instance versions described m Figure 5 (Text enclosed m
parentheses in these structures are comments that we have
added to aid the reader m understandmg the example )
The token object format used for representmg classes IS
presented m Agure 9, where each row represents a class
The token object format for mstances is presented in
Figure 10 and Figure 11, where each row represents an
instance Note that the structures are slmllar since classes
and instances are represented m a slmllar manner m the
dragram of Figure 4 However, there are a few differences
A class does not have an IS-INSTANCE-OF
field,
whereas an instance does not have an IS-TYPE-OF field
Further, the semantics of the CAN-HAVE-PARTS field of
the class and the HAS-PARTS field of the instance are
different The CAN-HAVE-PARTS
field of a class
specifies the classes of the objects which an instance of the
class may contain In Its next lower level m an aggregation
hierarchy The MIN value specifies the minimum number
of instances of the class which can be contained The
MAX value 1s the maxlmum number of instances of the
class that can be contamed The HAS-PARTS field of an
instance, on the other hand, specifies the actual instances
which are contained m the next lower level
A couple of other observations can be made concemmg
the logical data structures of the token ObJects used to
represent classes and instances It IS obvious that these
tables are not normalized relations, due to the multlple
values for some fields For example, the HAS-PARTS
field of the sixth row of the token object structure m
Figure 10 contains an ordered list of five ObJectldentlflers
The structures might be represented as complex objects
as defined in [KlM85a, LOIU83] or m the Set and Tuple
Data Model of [BANC85b] However, these models cannot
represent the mherltance (or propagation) of properties
through generalization (or aggregation)

TOKEN OBJECTS for INSTANCES
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The creation of a new class will result m the insertion of a
new row m the token object structure in Figure 9 The
IS-TYPE-OF field will contain a list of the object Identlfiers for the classes of which this class is a sub-class
The creation of an Instance of a class will result m the
creation of a new row m the token object structure m
Figure 10 The IS-INSTANCE-OF field will contam the
ObJeCt identifier of the class If a class is deleted, all of the
instances of this class must be deleted Note that this ~111
require searching of all the IS-INSTANCE-OF fields for
the object identifier of the instances of the deleted class,
unless an index of inverse pointers to mstances 1s mamtamed for each class

pound documents Another IS the requirement for sharing
and manipulating (storage, retrieval, and transmlsslon)
compound documents contammg Images and voice as mtrmslc data
We then proposed an object-oriented data model which
generalizes the notions of instantiation and generahzatlon
that form the basis of the current object-oriented systems,
and which augments the conventional object-onented
paradigm with the notlons of aggregation and relatlonships We showed that this object-oriented data model 1s
an elegant approach to addressmg all data modellmg requirements of the multimedia applications Further, we
showed, in terms of ‘logical’ data structures, how operatlons on the data model (e g , creation and deletion of
classes and instances) can be Implemented m an objectoriented database system

The creation of a relationship object will result m the creation of a new row m the relatlonshlp objects structure m
Figure 10 The first row of that structure represents the
Voice-Annotation relationship which was shown m Figure
4 The FIRST-RELATED-OBJECT
and SECOND-RELATED-OBJECT fields contain the object identifiers for
the token objects which are related, the From-Line mstance 220 and the Voice-Message instance 250 An index
of inverse pointers from token objects for instances to
relationship objects are necessary to find the relatlonshlps
m which a token object takes part if a full search of the
relatlonshlp objects structure is to be avoided

There are a number of important issues that require further research First, property inheritance and constramts
management ts more complex m our system than m conventional object-oriented systems since our data model
supports the notions of Instantiation, generalization, and
aggregation We need more work on this Second, we need
to extend our ‘logical’ lmplementatron of the data model to
a ‘physical’ lmplementatlon In particular, we need to address such issues as buffering techniques for transmitting
the long mtrmslc data, a cost model and a query processmg strategy for complex assoclatlve search of the contents
of compound documents, and storage structures for the
‘logical’ data structures we developed to support the operations on our data model

The unshaded portion of Figure 11 represents the Book
instance 500 from Figure 5 The lightly shaded portion
represents the new version of the book which 1s identified
as Book instance 600 These two instances both contain
many of the same ObJect identifiers in their respective
HAS-PARTS fields The relationship ObJect created to
represent the version relatlonshlp between the two mstances 1s also shown m Figure 10
Figure 7 described the creation of a deferred-copy of
Image instance 541 taken from Book instance 500 which
was included m Memo instance 200 The entries m the
HAS-PARTS fields which represent this deferred-copy are
shown as darkly shaded m Figure 10 and Figure 11 Notice
that m row 5 of Figure 11, the Image instance 541 entry
does not include any mdlcatlon of the identities of the aggregatlon hierarchies m which it exists Here again an mdex of inverse pointers IS necessary to ehmmate the need
for searching the HAS-PART?3 fields of all of the token
objects
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